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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

February 17, 2013

In the summer of 2008 after Mike Midkiff got my new 36” J-3 Cub all trimmed out, he made up a rubber motor to fly in competition with.
This motor consisted of eight 1/8” strands ~26” long from his private rubber stock. He carefully braided the strands and then lubricated
the rubber motor with some rubber lube he always uses. The J-3 Cub really flew great with this rubber motor, which is shown in the box
below. This motor has only been used three times and has always been stored in this box away from the light. The thought occurred to me
that this J-3 cub rubber motor might also be the right motor for the PT-19 as well.

To pursue this idea, I got out the PT-19 plans and measured the length from the nose button back to the motor peg as 15-3/4” as shown
below.

Then I made the same measurement on the J-3 Cub plan, which came out to be a close 15-3/8”. Since the two measurements are very
close to same, I do believe that the 36” Cub’s rubber motor can also be used to power the 35” PT-19.
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This picture shows the of eight 1/8” strands of the braided rubber motor ~26” long.

Today I set about making what I think rubber models call a “Stuffer” stick. It is used to position the four end loops of the rubber motor
inside the fuselage at the back. This allows the motor peg to be pushed across the fuselage through the four loops in the rubber motor.
The end of the stick is made out of spruce pieces on the end of a 3/16” wooden dowel as shown below.

This picture shows the four rubber loops positioned inside the four protruding fingers. As you can see, once the end of the stick aligned
to the motor peg holes on the sides of the fuselage, the motor peg can be inserted through the four rubber loops and the stick
extracted.
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This picture shows the Stuffer stick in its entirety with the four fingers on one end and the a handle on the other end…………Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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